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"These 'Great Quotations' are crucial to an historic and continuing understanding of the church-state threats to religious
and political freedom. They form a comprehensive philosophy of political and religious wisdom, and therefore are an
enduring guide for the solution of church-state problems.".

Quotes[ edit ] The natives are very exact and punctual in the bounds of their lands Enforced uniformity
confounds civil and religious liberty and denies the principles of Christianity and civility. No man shall be
required to worship or maintain a worship against his will. I have not heard of the like yet framed, since it
pleased God to bring that mighty continent of America to light. Others of my countrymen have often, and
excellently, and lately, written of the country, and none that I know beyond the goodness and worth of it. This
Key respects the native language of it, and happily may unlock some rarities concerning the natives
themselves, not yet discovered. And whenever men have attempted any thing by this violent course, whether
openly or by secret means, the issue has been pernicious, and the cause of great and wonderful innovations in
the principallest and mightiest kingdoms and countries God requireth not a uniformity of religion to be
enacted and enforced in any civil state; which enforced uniformity sooner or later is the greatest occasion of
civil war, ravishing of conscience, persecution of Christ Jesus in his servants, and of the hypocrisy and
destruction of millions of souls. A civil sword as woeful experience in all ages has proved is so far from
bringing or helping forward an opposite in religion to repentance that magistrates sin grievously against the
work of God and blood of souls by such proceedings Religion cannot be true which needs such instruments of
violence to uphold it so. The doctrine of persecution for cause of conscience , is most evidently and
lamentably contrary to the doctrine of Christ Jesus the Prince of Peace. God needeth not the help of a material
sword of steel to assist the sword of the Spirit in the affairs of conscience. The God of Peace, the God of Truth
will shortly seal this truth, and confirm this witness, and make it evident to the whole world, that the doctrine
of persecution for cause of conscience, is most evidently and lamentably contrary to the doctrine of Christ
Jesus the Prince of Peace. I have read â€¦ the last will and testament of the Lord Jesus over many times, and
yet I cannot find by one tittle â€¦ that ever He would have put forth the least finger of temporal or civil power
in the matters of His spiritual affairs Online text No man ever did, nor ever shall, truly go forth to convert the
nations, nor to prophesy in the present state of witnesses against Antichrist, but by the gracious inspiration and
instigation of the Holy Spirit of God. Yet I humbly conceive that without those gifts, it is no ground of
imitation, and of going forth to Teach and Baptise the Nations, for, the Apostles themselves did not attempt
that mighty enterprise, but waited at Jerusalem until the Holy Spirit descended on them, and inabled them for
that mighty work. The civil state of the nations, being merely and essentially civil, cannot Christianly be called
"Christian states," after the pattern of that holy and typical land of Canaan, which I have proved at large in the
Bloudy Tenent to be a nonesuch and an unparalleled figure of the spiritual state of the church of Christ Jesus,
dispersed yet gathered to Him in all nations. The civil sword therefore cannot rightfully act either in
restraining the souls of the people from worship, etc. I observe the great and wonderful mistake, both our own
and our fathers, as to the civil powers of this world, acting in spiritual matters. I have read â€¦ the last will and
testament of the Lord Jesus over many times, and yet I cannot find by one tittle of that testament that if He had
been pleased to have accepted of a temporal crown and government that ever He would have put forth the least
finger of temporal or civil power in the matters of His spiritual affairs and Kingdom. Hence must it lamentably
be against the testimony of Christ Jesus for the civil state to impose upon the souls of the people a religion, a
worship, a ministry, oaths in religious and civil affairs , tithes, times, days, marryings, and buryings in holy
ground The first grand design of Christ Jesus is to destroy and consume His mortal enemy antichrist. This
must be done by the breath of His mouth in His prophets and witnesses. Now, the nations of the world have
impiously stopped this heavenly breath and stifled the Lord Jesus in His servants. Now, it shall please the civil
state to remove the state bars set up to resist the holy spirit of God in His servants whom yet finally to resist is
not in all the powers of the world , I humbly conceive that the civil state has made a fair progress in promoting
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Opinions offensive are of two sorts: Against the first, Christ Jesus never called for
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the sword of steel to help the sword of the spirit, that two-edged sword that comes out of the mouth of the
Lord Jesus The second sort, to wit, opinions of incivility, doubtless the opinions as well as practices are the
proper object of the civil sword Although the loose will be more loose yet possibly being at more liberty they
may be put upon consideration and choice of ways of life and peace, yet, however, it is infinitely better that
the profane and loose be unmasked than to be muffled up under the veil and hood of traditional hypocrisy,
which turns and dulls the very edge of all conscience either toward God or man. Such parents or children as
aim at the gain and preferment of religion do often mistake gain and gold for godliness, godbelly for the true
God, and some false for the true Lord Jesus. The civil state is bound before God to take off that bond and yoke
of soul oppression, and to proclaim free and impartial liberty to all the people of the three nations to choose
and maintain what worship and ministry their souls and consciences are persuaded of; which act, as it will
prove an act of mercy and righteousness to the enslaved nations, so is it of a binding force to engage the whole
and every interest and conscience to preserve the common freedom and peace; however, an act most suiting
with the piety and Christianity of the Holy Testament of Christ Jesus. The civil state is humbly to be implored
to provide in their high wisdom for the security of all the respective consciences, in their respective meetings,
assemblings, worshipings, preachings, disputings, etc. Disputed[ edit ] There is no regularly constituted church
of Christ on earth, nor any person qualified to administer any church ordinances; nor can there be until new
apostles are sent by the Great Head of the Church for whose coming I am seeking. There is no regularly
constituted church of Christ on earth, nor any person qualified to administer any church ordinances; nor can
there be until new apostles are sent by the Great Head of the Church for whose coming I am seeking. A
statement rejecting formal sectarian organizations and claims, this has been cited to a quotation in Picturesque
America by William Cullen Bryant , p. The reference for the above is: William Cullen Bryant, New York: I do
not believe these beliefs are under dispute within the scholarly community in any fashion. Quotes about
Williams[ edit ] At once maddeningly original and disarmingly humane, Roger Williams championed Native
American rights, church-state separation, and an independent judiciary when each was considered rank heresy.
He was the first American to advocate and activate complete freedom of conscience, dissociation of church
and state, and genuine political democracy. From his first few weeks in America he openly raised the banner
of "rigid Separatism. Banished for his views, after being declared guilty of "a frontal assault on the
foundations of the Bay system," he escaped just as he was to be deported to England. He settled in Providence
with thirteen other householders and in one year formed the first genuine democracy, as well as the first
church-divorced and conscience-free community in modern history. Williams felt that government is the
natural way provided by God to cope with the corrupt nature of man. But since government could not be
trusted to know which religion is true, he considered the best hope for true religion the protection of the
freedom of all religion, along with non-religion, from the state. Cyclone Covey in The Gentle Radical:
Williams showed up in Massachusetts in and immediately mixed it up with the theocrats there, staking
controversial positions on hotly debated questions such as the presence of a disturbingly papal cross on the
flag of England. Two of his arguments would earn him exile: And his notions of a fully secular state found
their way into the writings of John Locke , who would have a seminal influence on Jefferson , Madison , and
other Founders. One wishes that America had taken even more from Williams and what Gaustad calls his
"bequest On the contrary, Williams observed, "the Natives are very exact and punctual in the bounds of their
Lands, belonging to this or that Prince or People," even bargaining among themselves for a small piece of
ground. Ian Williams Goddard in "Roger Williams: Champion of Liberty" Roger Williams
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"Religious liberty might be supposed to mean that everybody is free to discuss religion. In practice it means that hardly
anybody is allowed to mention it.".

When his father found out, he sent Voltaire to study law, this time in Caen , Normandy. But the young man
continued to write, producing essays and historical studies. From early on, Voltaire had trouble with the
authorities for critiques of the government. As a result, he was twice sentenced to prison and once to
temporary exile to England. Its origin is unclear. In a letter to Jean-Baptiste Rousseau in March , Voltaire
concludes by asking that, if Rousseau wishes to send him a return letter, he do so by addressing it to Monsieur
de Voltaire. Voltaire is known also to have used at least separate pen names during his lifetime. It was a flop
and only fragments of the text survive. On the journey, he was accompanied by his mistress, Marie-Marguerite
de Rupelmonde, a young widow. A publisher was eventually secured in The Hague. He was now indisputably
rich. Again, a main source of inspiration for Voltaire were the years of his British exile, during which he had
been strongly influenced by the works of Sir Isaac Newton. Voltaire and the Marquise analysed the Bible and
concluded that much of its content was dubious. In August , Frederick the Great , then Crown Prince of
Prussia and a great admirer of Voltaire, initiated a correspondence with him. On a visit to Paris that year, he
found a new loveâ€”his niece. At first, his attraction to Marie Louise Mignot was clearly sexual, as evidenced
by his letters to her only discovered in Meanwhile, the Marquise also took a lover, the Marquis de
Saint-Lambert. This greatly angered Frederick, who ordered all copies of the document burned. Marie Louise
joined him on 9 June. He would stay in Ferney for most of the remaining 20 years of his life, frequently
entertaining distinguished guests, such as James Boswell , Adam Smith , Giacomo Casanova , and Edward
Gibbon. His possessions were confiscated and his two daughters were taken from his widow and were forced
into Catholic convents. Voltaire, seeing this as a clear case of religious persecution, managed to overturn the
conviction in According to some sources, "Benjamin Franklin The accounts of his deathbed have been
numerous and varying, and it has not been possible to establish the details of what precisely occurred. His
enemies related that he repented and accepted the last rites given by a Catholic priest, or that he died under
great torment, while his adherents told how he was defiant to his last breath. Guillaume de Syon argues:
Voltaire recast historiography in both factual and analytical terms. Not only did he reject traditional
biographies and accounts that claim the work of supernatural forces, but he went so far as to suggest that
earlier historiography was rife with falsified evidence and required new investigations at the source. Such an
outlook was not unique in that the scientific spirit that 18th-century intellectuals perceived themselves as
invested with. A rationalistic approach was key to rewriting history. He broke from the tradition of narrating
diplomatic and military events, and emphasized customs, social history and achievements in the arts and
sciences. The Essay on Customs traced the progress of world civilization in a universal context, thereby
rejecting both nationalism and the traditional Christian frame of reference. He treated Europe as a whole,
rather than a collection of nations. He was the first to emphasize the debt of medieval culture to Middle
Eastern civilization, but otherwise was weak on the Middle Ages. Although he repeatedly warned against
political bias on the part of the historian, he did not miss many opportunities to expose the intolerance and
frauds of the church over the ages. Voltaire advised scholars that anything contradicting the normal course of
nature was not to be believed. Although he found evil in the historical record, he fervently believed reason and
educating the illiterate masses would lead to progress. He wrote two book-long epic poems, including the first
ever written in French, the Henriade , and later, The Maid of Orleans , besides many other smaller pieces. The
epic poem transformed French King Henry IV into a national hero for his attempts at instituting tolerance with
his Edict of Nantes. La Pucelle , on the other hand, is a burlesque on the legend of Joan of Arc. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. May Learn how and when to remove this template message Frontispiece and first page of an early
English translation by T. Almost all of his more substantive works, whether in verse or prose, are preceded by
prefaces of one sort or another, which are models of his caustic yet conversational tone. In a vast variety of
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nondescript pamphlets and writings, he displays his skills at journalism. He is incorrectly credited with
writing, "I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it. Tallentyre in her
biographical book The Friends of Voltaire. Then, in his Dictionnaire philosophique , containing such articles
as "Abraham", "Genesis", "Church Council", he wrote about what he perceived as the human origins of
dogmas and beliefs, as well as inhuman behavior of religious and political institutions in shedding blood over
the quarrels of competing sects. Letters[ edit ] Voltaire also engaged in an enormous amount of private
correspondence during his life, totalling over 20, letters. He wrote, "Almost nothing great has ever been done
in the world except by the genius and firmness of a single man combating the prejudices of the multitude.
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Religious Freedom Quotes from BrainyQuote, an extensive collection of quotations by famous authors, celebrities, and
newsmakers. "Ultimately, America's answer to the intolerant man is diversity, the very diversity which our heritage of
religious freedom has inspired.".

January 1, "Almighty God hath created the mind free; all attempts to influence it by temporal punishments of
burdens, or by civil incapacitations, tend only to beget habits of hypocrisy and meanness, and are a departure
from the plan of the holy author of our religion, who being Lord both of body and mind, yet chose not to
propagate it by coercions on either, as was in His almighty power to do. Yet if any sect suffered itself to be
used for political objects I would meet it by political opposition. In my view church and state should be
separate, not only in form, but fact. Religion and politics should not be mingled. Prometheus Books, , p. Our
defense is in the spirit which prizes liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands everywhere. Destroy this
spirit and you whave planted the seeds of despotism at your own doors. Familiarize yourself with the chains of
bondage, and you prepare your own limbs to wear them. Accustomed to trample on the rights of others, you
have lost the genious of your own independence and become the fit subjects of the first cunning tryant who
rises among you. Polk "Declare church and state forever separate and distinct; but each free within their proper
spheres. Grant, Seventh annual message, Congress December 7, "Let us labor for the security of free thought,
free speech, pure morals, unfettered religious sentiments, and equal rights and privileges for all men,
irrespective of nationality, color, or religion; Keep church and state forever separate. Veterans, at Des Moines,
IA When it is not able to take care of itself, and God does not see fit to take care of it, so that it has to appeal
to the civil power for support, it is evidence to my mind that its cause is a bad one. Its least interference with it
would be a most flagrant usurpation. I can appeal to my uniform conduct on this subject tha I have warmly
supported religious freedom. Its interests are intrusted to the States and the voluntary action of the people.
Whatever help the nation can justly afford should be generously given to aid the States in supporting common
schools; but it would be unjust to our people and dangerous to our institutions to apply any portion of the
revenues of the nation or of the States to the support of sectarian schools. The separation of Church and State
in everything relating to taxation should be absolute. Garfield, Letter of Acceptance of Nomination for the
Presidency July 12, "I hold that in this country there must be complete severance of Church and State; that
public moneys shall not be used for the purpose of advancing any particular creed; and therefore that the
public schools shall be non-sectarian and no public moneys appropriated for sectarian schools. The inevitable
result of entering upon such a practise would be an abandonment of our real freedom of conscience and a
reversion to the dreadful conditions of religious dissensions which in so many lands have proved fatal to true
liberty, to true religion, and to all advance in civilization. It neither picks my pocket nor breaks my leg.
Truman 33rd U. That violates the Constitution. Bryan, in introduction to "The Writings of Thomas Jefferson.
Pulitzer Prize Winner Arthur M. Schlesinger, The Age of Jackson, Boston: Much good may Parliment ever do
to true religion except by mistake! Give us a fair field and no favor, and our faith has no cause to fear. Christ
wants no help from Caesar. Spurgeon, Church in Politics by Charles Longacre. Condemn no man for not
thinking as you think. Let every one enjoy the full and free liberty of thinking for himself. Let every man use
his own judgment, since every man must give an account of himself to God. Abhor every approach, in any
kind or degree, to the spirit of persecution, if you cannot reason nor persuade a man into the truth, never
attempt to force a man into it. If love will not compel him to come, leave him to God, the judge of all. The
gospel commands no duty which can be performed without faith in God. Declaration of Independence In that
grand old document which our forefathers set forth as their bill of rightsâ€”the Declaration of
Independenceâ€”they declared: She is tolerant where she is helpless. It is true that there are real Christians in
the Roman Catholic communion. Thousands in that church are serving God according to the best light they
have. They have not been allowed access to his Word, and therefore they do not discern the truth. They have
never seen the contrast between a living heart-service and a round of mere forms and ceremonies. God looks
with pitying tenderness upon these souls, educated as they are in a faith that is delusive and unsatisfying. He
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will cause rays of light to penetrate the dense darkness that surrounds them. He will reveal to them the truth, as
it is in Jesus, and many will yet take their position with his people. Please start the Online Bible Prophecy
Studies today! We recommend that you copy the entire contents of this website to your computer. Freedom
and liberty in the United States of America is under attack and rapidly erroding and it will soon be very
difficult to find the truth. And they shall wander from sea to sea, and from the north even to the east, they shall
run to and fro to seek the word of the LORD, and shall not find it.
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If the freedom of religion, guaranteed to us by law in theory, can ever rise in practice under the overbearing inquisition of
public opinion, [then and only then will truth]prevail over fanaticism.

No one comes to the Father, except through me. Here are 21 Bible verses on different aspects of freedom. You
set me free! Only do not use your freedom as an opportunity for the flesh, but through love serve one another.
For one who has died has been set free from sin. What can flesh do to me? For we were so utterly burdened
beyond our strength that we despaired of life itself. Indeed, we felt that we had received the sentence of death.
But that was to make us rely not on ourselves but on God who raises the dead. He delivered us from such a
deadly peril, and He will deliver us. On Him we have set our hope that he will deliver us again. When he calls
to Me, I will answer him; I will be with him in trouble; I will rescue him and honor him. Until you understand
and accept Him as Lord and Savior, you will stay in bondage to sin, shackled up by many chains. Give your
heart to Jesus today and shake off those chains, if you have not already. We are not promised tomorrow, so do
not delay! Start your journey of freedom with Jesus Christ! For those that are free, stay strong and finish the
race well! God bless you as you live a life worthy of the calling! Check out this other helpful article: Just click
the button below to get started.
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Freedom Of Religion Quotes We are a nation of immigrants, a quilt of many colors, and we've managed over more than
two centuries to create a way of life that allows for a reasonable degree of upward mobility, that prizes individual liberty,
promotes freedom of religion and genuinely values equal rights for all citizens.

What then is freedom? The power to live as one wishes. Marcus Tullius Cicero Click to tweet Freedom is the
emancipation from the arbitrary rule of other men. Mortimer Adler Freedom is always at the beginning and
not at the end. Jiddu Krishnamurti Freedom is that instant between when someone tells you to do something
and when you decide how to respond. Jeffrey Borenstein Freedom consists not in refusing to recognize
anything above us, but in respecting something which is above us; for by respecting it, we raise ourselves to it,
and, by our very acknowledgment, prove that we bear within ourselves what is higher, and are worthy to be on
a level with it. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe Freedom is not a gift bestowed upon us by other men, but a right
that belongs to us by the laws of God and nature. Benjamin Franklin Freedom is not the right to live as we
please, but the right to find how we ought to live in order to fulfill our potential. Ralph Waldo Emerson
Freedom â€” to walk free and own no superior. Walt Whitman Part 2. Go to table of contents My liberty
depends on you being free, too. Barack Obama Click to tweet I would like to be remembered as a person who
wanted to be freeâ€¦ so other people would be also free. Rosa Parks They who would give up an essential
liberty for temporary security, deserve neither liberty or security. Benjamin Franklin No man is good enough
to govern another man without his consent. Abraham Lincoln Those who deny freedom to others deserve it
not for themselves. Abraham Lincoln Freedom is not worth having if it does not connote freedom to err.
Mahatma Gandhi When a man is denied the right to live the life he believes in, he has no choice but to become
an outlaw. Nelson Mandela A part of fate is the freedom of man. Forever wells up the impulse of choosing and
acting in his soul. Ralph Waldo Emerson A discriminating irreverence is the creator and protector of human
liberty. Mark Twain No person is your friend who demands your silence, or denies your right to grow. Alice
Walker As soon as we left the ground, I knew I had to fly. Amelia Earhart No borders, just horizons â€” only
freedom. Amelia Earhart Click to tweet We have no right to believe that freedom can be won without struggle.
Che Guevara The rights of every man are diminished when the rights of one man are threatened. Kennedy
Conformity is the jailer of freedom and the enemy of growth. Kennedy Let every nation know, whether it
wishes us well or ill, that we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend,
oppose any foe to assure the survival and the success of liberty. Kennedy Is life so dear or peace so sweet as to
be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! Patrick Henry You will never know
how much it has cost my generation to preserve your freedom. I hope you will make a good use of it. John
Adams Founding Fathers However weak our country may be, I hope we shall never sacrifice our liberties.
Alexander Hamilton Founding Fathers Whoever would overthrow the liberty of a nation must begin by
subduing the freeness of speech. Benjamin Franklin Without freedom of thought, there can be no such thing as
wisdom â€” and no such thing as public liberty without freedom of speech. Benjamin Franklin Freedom is
never more than one generation away from extinction. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for
them to do the same. Ronald Reagan Freedom has its life in the hearts, the actions, the spirit of men and so it
must be daily earned and refreshed â€” else like a flower cut from its life-giving roots, it will wither and die.
Eisenhower Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness and hatred.
Martin Luther King Jr Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the
oppressed. We had the sky up there, all speckled with stars, and we used to lay on our backs and look up at
them, and discuss about whether they was made or only just happened. We catched fish and talked, and we
took a swim now and then to keep off sleepiness. We had mighty good weather as a general thing, and nothing
ever happened to us at all â€” that night, nor the next, nor the next. William Wallace Braveheart See also:
Jimmy Wales co-founder of Wikipedia I have walked that long road to freedom. I have tried not to falter; I
have made missteps along the way. But I have discovered the secret that after climbing a great hill, one only
finds that there are many more hills to climb. I have taken a moment here to rest, to steal a view of the
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glorious vista that surrounds me, to look back on the distance I have come. But I can only rest for a moment,
for with freedom come responsibilities, and I dare not linger, for my long walk is not ended. Nelson Mandela
That government is best which governs the least, because its people discipline themselves. Henry David
Thoreau Science can flourish only in an atmosphere of free speech. Albert Einstein I prefer dangerous freedom
over peaceful slavery. Thomas Jefferson Click to tweet Tame birds sing of freedom. I exist as I am, that is
enough. Walt Whitman Click to tweet The most courageous act is still to think for yourself. Coco Chanel
Freedom begins between the ears. Edward Abbey Only the educated are free. Epictetus Man is born free, and
everywhere he is in chains. Jean-Jacques Rousseau Without freedom there can be no morality. Carl Jung Man
is free at the moment he wishes to be. Voltaire Freedom is dearer than bread or joy. Sampter You can do
anything you decide to do. Amelia Earhart The lure of flying is the lure of beauty. Amelia Earhart After you
get your freedom, your enemy will respect you. Kenneth Blanchard Freedom means choosing your burden.
Hephzibah Menuhin Let freedom never perish in your hands. Joseph Addison Power is duty; freedom is
responsibility. Marie Dubsky Freedom is the outside of the inside. Joyce Carey Life without liberty is like a
body without spirit. Ralph Ellison On the other side of fear lies freedom. Tony Calderone Slavery is the next
thing to hell. Euripides My vision of freedom is to be yourself. Osho The function of freedom is to free
someone else. Toni Morrison The day you stop racing, is the day you win the race. Bob Marley Click to tweet
My feet is my only carriage. Bob Marley It is your attachment that creates hell. Rajneesh Can you remember
who you were before the world told you who you should be? Unknown If you cannot be free be as free as you
can. Ralph Waldo Emerson He moves fastest who moves alone. Milton Friedman Resist much, obey little.
Walt Whitman Without virtue there can be no liberty. Benjamin Rush To be free is to have achieved your life.
Tennessee Williams The best freedom is being yourself. Jim Morrison Liberty is the first condition of growth.
Swami Vivekananda The price of freedom is eternal vigilance. Phil Plait Merely to breathe freely does not
mean to live. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe Freedom exists only with power. Friedrich Schiller Knowledge
makes a man unfit to be a slave. Frederick Douglass See also: Death is not the worst of evils.
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Today we celebrate the th anniversary of one of those great creations: the passage, in , of the Virginia Statute of
Religious Freedom. Each year, the President declares January 16th to be Religious Freedom Day, and calls upon
Americans to "observe this day through appropriate events and activities in homes, schools, and places of.

Freedom is the right to live as we wish. Sign-up for your free subscription to my Daily Inspiration - Daily
Quote email. To confirm your subscription, you must click on a link in the email being sent to you. Each email
contains an unsubscribe link. Freedom is not worth having if it does not connote freedom to err. The inherent
nature of man is ever seeking to express itself in terms of freedom, because freedom is the birthright of every
living soul. Fill your life with love and bravery, and you shall live a life uncommon. If we hold them too close,
they break - as a butterfly would. Have the courage to trust that the beautiful butterflies of your life will return
- or not - as life intends. Often, the price of freedom for an individual is challenging the closed minds of
family and friend. Murrow Freedom lies in being bold. But if we look at our lives we will see that most of the
time we do things just to please others The worst part is that most of us are not even aware that we are not
free. Attachment asks for conformity to your needs and desires. Love imposes no demands. Attachment
expresses an overwhelming demand - "Make me feel whole. Attachment tries to exclude everything but two
people. If you can control the process of choosing, you can take control of all aspects of your life. You can
find the freedom that comes from being in charge of yourself. I was born where there were no enclosures.
Seek discipline and find your liberty. Watson Every human has four endowments- self awareness, conscience,
independent will and creative imagination. These give us the ultimate human freedom The power to choose, to
respond, to change. Freedom is like that. And when the law loses, freedom languishes. Man is the highest
being in creation, because he aspires to freedom. Boorstin Freedom is never dear at any price. It is the breath
of life. What would a man not pay for living? I hope you will make good use of it.
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Great Quotations On Religious Freedom Free Ebooks Pdf Download placed by Sofia Harper on November 02 This is a
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